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General Bakir Sidqi's officers, who asked him to take a place
in his car, which besides the officer held three soldiers. This
car drove off, and soon afterwards left the road and went about
200 yards into the desert. Here General Jafar el Askar; was
dispatched with a revolver. It is believed that General Eakir
Sidqi was waiting a little further along the road, and that the
officer was a fanatical individual who had distinguished himself
by his ferocity in the slaughter of disarmed Assyrians in 1933.
the jarrow marchers in london
Of the 200 marchers who left Jarrow a month ago, 197
reached London yesterday, completing the last stage from
Hendon in heavy rain. They were given a hot meal at a soup
kitchen in Garrick Street, and later went to the Smith Street
Institution in the Mile End Road. Their leader spoke warmly
of the sympathy with which the men had been received through-
out their journey of three hundred miles, saying, "I never
thought there was so much generosity and good nature in the
world." To-day the men went to Hyde Park and listened to
speeches, among them one from Miss Ellen Wilkinson. Arrange-
ments have been made for the men to return home by special
train.
Monday z	the effect of signor mussolini's speech
The importance of an Anglo-Italian understanding in the
Mediterranean continues to be the main theme of Italian
political thinkers, but some tactlessness is being displayed in
the approaches to the realisation of this goal. There is a tendency
to declare that the only alternatives are a *'frank peace or an
inevitable war." No faith is placed in the assurances of the
British Press that in London there is no thought of attacking
Italy. Italy is apparently considered as fully justified in arming
to the teeth. It remains hard to understand what action is
expected from Great Britain beyond recognition of the Italian
Empire in Abyssinia, which would hardly clear up all misunder-
standings. No pains were spared to impress upon Count Ciano
in Berlin the reality of Germany's desire for good relations with
Great Britain, and that Germany would like to draw Italy and
Great Britain closer together as a step towards bringing France
into line.
spain
The advance posts of the insurgents are within ten miles
of Madrid. Heavy Government losses are reported. The
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